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CHAPTER I

Iocio

Tis coology is intended to be read by those who have read or who are
reading the novels. It’s not a precis or summary of the story line; it’s concerned

with giving one possible assignment of dates to the events described and explaining
why these have been chosen.

The main goal has been to find the best-fit chronology that matches the author’s
intentions as he wrote. There are many problems of internal consistency which is
natural in a body ofworkwritten over nearly thirty years, out of sequence andwhose
whole story was not plotted from the outset. Forester’s notes in The Hornblower
Companion tell us that the each novel’s plot was individually worked out in advance
inwhat he called a construction phase. Thenhewrote frombeginning to end, hating
to discard or revise material already written. The most obvious discrepancy must
have been created by conscious choice: in the first five novels written, Hornblower
had been born around 1771 and went to sea in 1793; from Midshipman on he
became five years younger and didn’t go to sea until 1794. Each novel—and indeed
each chapter—is generally dated preferencing clues within its text over material
written at another time. The Hornblower Companion was written almost last and
its dating of the action is problematic in places; dates from that book are used
only where they don’t conflict with others. Material by other authors, including
C. Northcote Parkinson, is not considered.

The text of each novel runs in chronological order, with the probable exception
of West Indies. In that case history indicates that The Guns of Carabobo should
be the second, rather than the fourth chapter. Similarly, Map 2 in Companion
could be read to mean that Chapter 5 of Midshipman precedes Chapter 4 but this
is in conflict with the text. Most of the short stories fit between the novels but
Hornblower’s Charitable Offering unambiguously goes between Chapters 8 and 9
ofA Ship of the Line. Also,TheHand of Destinymight fit betweenChapters 7 and 8
ofMidshipman or, alternatively, immediately after the end of that novel; the former
option seems marginally better and has been adopted here.

These are historical novels and Forester shows his close knowledge of the period
in cunningly fitting Hornblower in around the major events of the period. Still, as
fiction, the Hornblower universe must diverge from history the more closely one
looks. The real invasion at Quiberon took place over a month rather than the few
days of Chapter 6 inMidshipman; the siege of Riga was not lifted until Hornblower
was sailing for home; the battle of Carabobo follows months after the revolt of
Maracaibo. Again, the principle adopted here is to use historical events to date the
action only where it does not conflict with the author’s intentions or the internal
consistency of the stories. Notes present with the manuscript of Hornblower and
the Crisis show that Forester was aware of the relevant historical dates and planned
for Hornblower to conform with them but, for some reason, the novel is set two
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2 Iocio I

months early.
While there are many dates and historical events mentioned in the text it’s not

possible to unambiguously date all the action. Further clues can be garnered by
paying attention to mentions of the phases of the moon and the times of the rise
and set of the sun and moon and even from the tides. With modern resources it’s
relatively easy to date these events though in Forester’s time it would have imposed
an unjustifiable workload on an author primarily concerned with spinning a good
yarn. With the exception of very famous dates (like Waterloo) even the days of the
week given often don’t match the historical calendar.

Royal Navy practice during Hornblower’s era was complex in respect of dates
and times.

• Civil time was the same as now; days began and ended at midnight. The first
half of the daywas “A.M.” (antemeridiem; Latinmeaning beforemidday) and
the second half was “P.M.” (post meridiem; after midday).

• For the purposes of a ship’s log, days began and ended at noon andwere dated
for the civil noon onwhich they ended; the timewhen the logwaswritten up.
Thefirst half of the log daywas the P.M. half of the civil day before. Ships’ logs
usually reverted to civil time when in a home port. The practice was changed
in 1805 (not quite in time for Trafalgar) and thereafter all log dates matched
civil time.

• Astronomical time (used for navigation) also had the day begin and end at
noon but astronomical days were dated for the civil noon on which they
began. The second half of the astronomical day was the A.M. half of the civil
day after. This practice didn’t end until 1925 when astronomical time was
also changed to match civil time.

However interesting the abovemay be, there’s no evidence that Forester incorpo-
rated it into his stories. Consequently all the dates given in his Hornblower books
(and in the chronology following) are considered to be from the civil calendar with
days beginning at midnight.

Ships’ time for administrative purposes was based around the noon sight of the
sun, i.e., noonwas simplywhen the sunwas at its highest. This time standard is called
“local apparent time”, as you’d read from a sundial. The ship’s bell would have been
rung every half-hour based on time kept by hour glasses but corrected for inaccuracy
and east/west travel by noon sun sights whenever possible. Civil time transitioned
during the Hornblower stories from apparent time at the beginning to “local mean
time” towards the end. The difference between “apparent” and “mean” time can
make a difference when deriving dates from such statements as “dawn is at 5:30”.

On the subject of dawn, the modern standard of “nautical dawn” beginning
when the centre of the sun is twelve degrees below the horizon has been adopted
(except where, in the context of duelling, the intention is apparently to mean
sunrise). In Atropos Forester writes “it was almost dawn—light enough to satisfy
the Mohammedan definition of being able to distinguish a black thread from a
white” but this is an over-literal reading of the Koran
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Another point to be kept constantly in mind is the slow rate of communications
around 1800. In optimum conditions a ship might “make good” more than 200 nm
in a day but the average would be less than half that. As an indication of what was
possible on land, French military couriers (estafettes) for a time managed the 1800
miles from Paris to Moscow regularly in 14 or 15 days during the 1812 campaign,
i.e., 120 miles per day or just 5 miles per hour. In Crisis Forester has Hornblower
travel the 240 files from Plymouth to London in 40 hours by post chaise (6 miles
per hour) and states that relays of couriers could manage the trip in 23 hours. News
ofTrafalgar took 38 hours to cover the 271miles fromFalmouth to London and the
news ofWaterloo travelled the 75miles fromBroadstairs to the capital in just over 8
hours. Semaphore signal chains (as mentioned inHotspur and Flying Colours) were
established by the French just as Hornblower joined the navy and quickly copied by
the British. Through these, messages could travel over land hundreds ofmiles in just
a few minutes but only between a very small number of strategic locations.

This chronology is divided up by novels and their chapters. The short stories are
fitted in like chapters with the most appropriate novel. Chapters are divided up by
days. Where a chapter continues on the same day as the preceding one the notation
“ " " " ” is used instead of the day’s date.

Plausible dates are given for all the days where described action takes place.
Where an episode passes midnight but extends only a little before or after we ignore
the vestigial day. Dates are not given for connecting passages that give only general
details of events over a period between the action.

In addition, timeline diagrams are given for each novel (except that Ship of
the Line and Flying Colours share one, as do Hotspur and Crisis) plus a general
timeline covers the whole of Hornblower’s career. These show the span of dates for
each novel, chapter and short story alongside the dates of relevant historical events.
The general timeline, on the following page, also graphs the dates of publication
against the dates of the action. The heavy arrows illustrate the way Forester’s novels,
numbered chronologically, twice jumped back to earlier periods; dashed arrows
show when the short stories were fitted in.

The novel publication dates are those of the UK or US hardcover editions,
whichever was earlier, except for the posthumousCrisiswhich was serialised almost
a year in advance. The short stories are shown on their earliest publication dates
though the final one, The Last Encounter, probably uniquely in the saga, had been
written many years earlier.
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Plot Timeline Titles
(Abbreviated)

Historical Events Publication
Timeline

1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
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Glorious 1st of June
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of Quiberon
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Peace with France
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War with Britain
Battle of Cape
St. Vincent

Battle of the Nile
Napoleon’s Coup
Toussaint Occupies
Santo Domingo
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Britain, France and
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War on France
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Emperor

Spanish Treasure
Ships Captured
Spain Declares
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Battle of Trafalgar

Napoleon
Attacks Russia

Napoleon
Enters Moscow

Napoleon Abdicates
Napoleon Returns
Battle of Waterloo
Napoleon Abdicates

British-Spanish Slavery
Treaty in Force
Napoleon Dies

Battle of Carabobo

6
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1938
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CHAPTER II

M. Misip Hoblow

I.The Even Chance

2 Jan 1794 Hornblower begins his naval career as a midshipman boarding
HMS Justinian at Spithead near Portsmouth, England. The first sen-
tence reveals that it’s January and we soon learn that Hornblower is 17
years old and was born 4 July 1776 so the year must be 1794. There’s
no indication of the day Hornblower first boarded but it must have
been early in the month since quite a few days pass before there’s an
explicit mention of “that fatal January of 1794”. This would appear to
be a reference to “TheTerror”; the execution by guillotine of thousands
in the French Revolution which peaked in this month. Some editions
ofCompanion havementioned 1793 andAShip of the Line (Chapter 9)
and Lord Hornblower (Chapter 4) give that year too but Midshipman
is unambiguous.

8 Jan 1794 It seems a few days before the captain comes aboard and wel-
comes Hornblower in his cabin. The same day Mr. Simpson returns
and begins his hazing.

24 Jan 1794 Hornblower shows up Simpson in navigation class (still in
January).

26 Jan 1794 Ashore, “within two days” Hornblower challenges Simpson to
a duel. After a further two days ashore ...

29 Jan 1794 Hornblower returns to the Justinian.

30 Jan 1794 Nextmorning is the duel. “Five bells [...] Dawn in an hour [...]”
suggests a date with a 07:30 dawn at Portsmouth. This is only possible
if we assume that, in this context of duelling, “dawn”means sunrise, and
then 30 January is the best date.

4 Feb 1794 Some time later he confronts the captain and is persuaded to
transfer to HMS Indefatigable.

II.The Cargo of Rice

1 Jun 1794 Indefatigable is taking advantage of the Battle of theGlorious 1st
of June so the date is indisputable. Hornblower is sent to command the
prizeMarie Galante.

2 Jun 1794 The next dayMarie Galante sinks.
5
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Historical Events Timeline Chapters
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Battle of Cape
St. Vincent

Battle of the Nile
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III.The Penalty of Failure

3 Jun 1794 The followingmorningHornblower is in an open boat and then
...

4 Jun 1794 on the day after, he is captured by the Pique. Then there is a gap
of days which includes his eighteenth birthday, i.e., 4 July 1794.

20 Jul 1794 Back aboard Indefatigable: we only know this must precede the
following chapter by long enough to give time for Indefatigable to reach
the Gironde so 5 July to mid-September 1794.

IV.TheManWho Felt Queer

22 Sep 1794 Indefatigable chases the smaller French vessel Papillon into the
Gironde estuary from whence ...

23 Sep 1794 she is “cut out” the following day. Companion has this chapter
occurring in September 1794 and we have “dawn is at 5:30” and “High
water tomorrow morning is at 4:50”. The best match for these condi-
tions is 23 September 1794 which dates the first day to the 22nd.

V.TheManWho SawGod

10 Jan 1795 We open as “Winter had come” suggesting December or Jan-
uary. Companion suggests “June 1794” for Chapters 2, 3 and 5 but we
know evenChapter 3 includes at least some of July. “The passing of the
Equinox” is mentioned (22 September 1794) and we have “short days”.
Also it’s now “after a year of service” for Hornblower so a reasonable
estimate is January 1795. Further “days passed” before ...

1 Apr 1795 a successful single ship duel with a French ship; presumably
some time in February to May 1795.

VI.The Frogs and the Lobsters

16 Jul 1795 Troops are embarked at Plymouth and then convoyed 270 nm
to their landing beach near Muzillac taking perhaps four days. There is
a mention of Louis XVII but his death on 8 June 1795 is too early to fit
in with the date of the battle.

20 Jul 1795 Hornblower goes ashore and ...

21 Jul 1795 re-embarks the next day following a battle. Historically the
main landings began four weeks before the final historical battle on
20/21 July 1795. Companion, gives the date of 20 July so it seemsbest to
date the chapter’s compressed version of history to 20 and 21 July 1795
with the embarkation a few days earlier, say the 16th. A three-quarter
moon is mentioned for themorning of the last day but this would have
been around 9 July so we must discount it.
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VII.The Spanish Galleys

12 Aug 1795 Indefatigable is at anchor in Cadiz when a Spanish officer
notifies her that Spain has made peace with France. The Second Treaty
of Basel was signed on 22 July 1795 but announced in Paris only on
29 July and presumably at least a further week later in Madrid; say
mid-August 1795 in Cadiz. Spain then declared war on Britain on 5
October 1796 and ...

25 Oct 1796 aboard Indefatigable offGibraltar, Hornblower is aware of this
fact when the galleys appear again. Companion gives January 1796 for
this encounter but itmust actually be in lateOctober so that newsof the
declaration of war can have reached Indefatigable and yet Hornblower
will have held his promotion to acting-lieutenant for the two months
required in the following chapter.

TheHand of Destiny

8 Nov 1796 This early short story, written seven years before Midshipman,
begins with Hornblower, a brand new lieutenant, having only been
aboard the frigate HMS Marguerite a week. A mutiny ends with the
captain’s agreement to “immunity from punishment for a week”.

15 Nov 1796 “During the night following the sixth day” the ship sights the
Spanish frigate Castilla. The ensuing battle climaxes in a boarding
action which ends with “Hornblower hatless and sweating and grimy
in the sunshine” of what must be the seventh day after the mutinous
opening events.

Hornblower’s being “a full-blown lieutenant” doesn’t quite fit with his acting-
lieutenant status after Midshipman Chapter 7 but then “Yesterday he had
been only Mr. Midshipman Hornblower”. The alternative is to place this
story after Midshipman but that’s two years later and the problems seem
worse. Hornblower’s age is given as twenty at a time when his birthdate was
in 1770–71 but that gives an impossibly early date though his 1776 birthdate
provides a good match. The action was dated in Happy Return as six years
ago and in A Ship of the Line as eight years ago, both suggesting 1802; much
too late. So we take this slot in November 1796 and note the clue that the
battle follows a night with a bright moon. The second week of November
1796 leads up to a full moon on the early morning of the 15th so the eight
days of the storymight have been from the 8th to the 15th ofNovember 1796.
Wemust assume thatHornblower transferred back to Indefatigable somehow
soon afterward.

VIII.The Examination for Lieutenant

14 Dec 1796 Hornblower, arriving aboard Indefatigable at Gibraltar, is in-
formed that he can take his examination for lieutenant the next day.
“Gibraltar harbour was, as usual, crowded with shipping, for the whole
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naval effort of England in the Mediterranean was perforce based here.”
But, in fact, the treaty between France and Spain had forced the
Royal Navy to leave the Mediterranean by this time. Admiral Jervis
had arrived at Gibraltar with the last British ships of the line on 11
December 1796 and, the facilities being inadequate for a large fleet, left
for Portugal on the 16th. It seems reasonable to fit Indefatigable’s visit
into this interval.

15 Dec 1796 His exam is interrupted by a Spanish attack. “Hornblower had
Pellew’s order as acting-lieutenant for two months”, it was a “winter
afternoon” and the “Mediterranean in December is cold”. This dates
the action to consecutive days late in December 1796 (in conflict with
Companion which has March 1796).

IX. Noah’s Ark
The key quote is on the first day: “The Black Death! I saw it in Smyrna
in ’96.” Which implies that the year is later than 1796. (Historically there
appear to have been no notable outbreaks in Smyrna in that year.) At the
same time the following chapter is firmly dated in February 1797 with plenty
of implied action in between so we’re left with only January 1797. We must
ignore Companion’s July 1796.

6 Jan 1797 Hornblower goes ashore atOran inNorthAfrica to supervise the
loading of supplies. The discovery of an outbreak of the plague forces
him to begin a minimum twenty-one-day quarantine.

7 Jan 1797 the second day he loads grain and some cattle and ...
8 Jan 1797 on the third completes loading.
23 Jan 1797 After the “past seventeen days” he captures a Spanish guarda-

costa and ...
27 Jan 1797 “on the twenty-second day” he arrives at Gibraltar.

X.TheDuchess and the Devil

11 Feb 1797 Hornblower brings the prize Le Reve into Gibraltar.
12 Feb 1797 Perhaps the next day he’s appointed to command her and ...
13 Feb 1797 the following morning sails for England.
14 Feb 1797 Theday after thatHornblower is captured as the Battle ofCape

St. Vincent begins. Thebattle and “A ’appyValentine’s day to you” dates
the capture to 14 February 1797. Supposedly “It was three years since
Hornblower had last set foot on the English shore” but this goes back
to his first joining in 1794, i.e., it forgets the beginning ofThe Frog and
the Lobsters episode set in 1795.

18 Jun 1797 “Therewere fourmonths” of captivity before he’s notified of his
promotion to lieutenant. In Lieutenant Hornblower his date of rank is
given as August 1797 but April or May 1797 would fit better here due
to the noted slowness of the Spanish postal system.
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10 Dec 1798 After “twenty-two months” as prisoner Hornblower helps res-
cue Spanish sailors whose ship has been destroyed by a British warship
during a “winter” storm.

11 Dec 1798 Next day he is in turn rescued by the same British ship but
keeps his parole and ...

13 Dec 1798 after “the wind moderates” returns to captivity at Ferrol.
25 Feb 1799 “It was almost spring”, so about February 1799, when he hears

he’s to be released.



CHAPTER III

Li Hoblow

The McCool short story is included here as it closely precedes Lieutenant Horn-
blower both in chronology and in publication date.

Lieutenant lacks for many absolute dates so the chronology must be strung
together through a complex chain of intervals mentioned in the text and hints
wrung from the sky and tides. The opening chapter seems to be set in August 1800
as the earliest possible beginning via dates of rank and seniority and it can’t be too
much later to fit in with the end of McCool. Companion gives July 1800 for the
action at Samaná but this is too early. We need to finish at Samaná before February
1801 due to Toussaint’s invasion there. In Chapter 6 there’s a sunset at 6 PM placing
it near an equinox. The seven-week sailing time given below for Plymouth to Santo
Domingo is about right.

The big problem is in the inconsistencies arising in Chapters 18, 19 and 20, set
in Portsmouth, which strongly imply that the attack at Samaná took place in early
January 1802; impossibly late. Those chapters and the preceding one can be fairly
accurately dated by the history of the Peace of Amiens.

Hornblower and theWidowMcCool

1 Nov 1799 “On that winter day” Hornblower is assigned to guard Barry
McCool although “until three months before, he had been a prisoner
in Spanish hands.” This time ismuch too short sincewhenHornblower
was released it was almost spring. The seasons are inextricably woven
into the story so we must extend the time to at least 8 months. Histor-
ically ships of Bridport’s fleet arrived in Tor Bay on 1 November 1799.

2 Nov 1799 Next morning the prisoner is hanged.
28 Feb 1800 Back at sea “Spring was approaching” when Hornblower dis-

covers McCool’s secret and ...
5Mar 1800 after “several sleepless nights” throws his chest overboard.
28 Jul 1800 “When the Renown lay in the Hamoaze [Plymouth], complet-

ing for the West Indies”, he throws McCool’s letter over as well. This is
immediately preceding the beginning of Lieutenant and so about July
1800.

Chapter I.

25 Aug 1800 Hornblower meets Lieutenant Bush arriving aboard Renown
with “With only three and four years’ seniority as lieutenants, respec-
tively” and dates of rank of August 1797 and July 1796. The following
chapters suggest 25 August 1800 as a possible date of this action.

11
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Historical Events Timeline Chapters
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Chapter II.

30 Aug 1800 About five days later, say two days completing in Plymouth
plus “three days at sea” Hornblower and Mr. Wellard run foul of
Captain Sawyer.

Chapter III.

7 Sep 1800 “It was Sundaymorning” andCaptain Sawyer reads the Articles
of War to the whole crew. This is stated to be the fourth Sunday of the
month but interpreting this strictly with respect to calendar months is
problematic and a date of 7 September 1800 works best.

Chapter IV.

15 Sep 1800 With “tenmore days before wemakeAntigua”Captain Sawyer
falls down a hatchway before the rise of a half-moon at 3 AM. We take
this key date from the moonrise clue though the moon would have to
have been less than half full.

Chapter V.

" " " The same day “eating biscuit only three weeks on board” helps
confirm the approximate date of the start of the voyage.

16 Sep 1800 Next morning the captain is screaming following his injuries.
17 Sep 1800 Hornblower helps Bush with navigation.

Chapter VI.

" " " In the evening after the “three days that had elapsed since the
change in command” (but only two nights) we have sunset at 6 PM.
The date used here is close enough to the equinox for this to be true,
especially considering the accuracy of sand glasses. It’s a further clue
arguing for an August start to the book.

Chapter VII.

11 Oct 1800 “This was Scotchman’s Bay”. The dates for the action of this
and the next few chapters are set by the described state of the sun and
moon in Chapter 9.

12 Oct 1800 “Half-way through next morning” Renown attacks but runs
aground. Historically there was no high tide at Scotchman’s Bay on
this day until after sunset.

Chapter VIII.

" " " “When the tropic night closed down” that same day the decision
is made to attack overland at dawn.
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Chapter IX.

13 Oct 1800 Next morning with “dawn in four hours from now, and the
moon [rising] in half an hour” the landing party moves forward and
then captures the fort. Thedays immediately before and after have been
dated from this key day which historically had moonrise at 01:34 and
dawn at 05:19.

Chapter X.

" " " Hornblower fires hot shot from the fort’s guns.

Chapter XI.

" " " At “noontime” negotiations begin with the Spanish.

Chapter XII.

" " " In the fort “a lamphanging from a beamoverhead filled the room
with its acrid smell” so it’s after dark as the officers make plans.

Chapter XIII.

14 Oct 1800 Hoisting a gun ashore and forcing the Spanish surrender.

Chapter XIV.

20 Oct 1800 A day or more later Hornblower sails from Samaná in the
expectation that “the run to Kingston would be completed in less than
aweek.” Later it’s revealed that theprisonerswere aboard six dayswhich
suggests sailing from Samaná on the 20th. They passed Cape Beata
which is more than half-way before ...

23 Oct 1800 Bush retires for the night and ...
24 Oct 1800 early next morning the Spanish prisoners escape. Previously

“the log recorded eight knots with almost monotonous regularity” and
they’re sailing “direct for Kingston”, only 360 nm from Cape Beata, so
the revolt was probably two days before arrival.

Chapter XV.

26 Oct 1800 Arriving in Kingston on the 26th allows for ...
28 Oct 1800 Bush being in hospital in the morning after the “end of his

second day there” and with “three days from now” being “next Friday”.

Chapter XVI.

31 Oct 1800 Friday court of inquiry. Hornblower promoted to comman-
der.
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Chapter XVII.
This is the final chapter set in the West Indies and it contains several gaps
of time of unspecified length, particularly Bush’s first cruise with Cogshill
commanding Renown which may have lasted many months.

21 Aug 1801 Hornblower sails for England to arrive where the “preliminar-
ies of peace were signed the day I took Retribution into Plymouth”.
We can roughly date the sailing by guessing at a six- to eight-week
passage with the signing of 30 September 1801 known in Plymouth
on 4 October 1801.

8 Nov 1801 “Eleven weeks later” Bush is at sea in the West Indies when
news of peace arrives aboard Clara having “sailed for England with
despatches three weeks before the Retribution”. The date for this day
and that of the previous chapter have to be balanced to avoid giving
either Retribution or Clara improbably fast passages from the very
short total period of eleven weeks. The homeward passage is usually
slower due to less favourable prevailing winds.

Chapter XVIII.

8 Feb 1803 “It was a cold winter’s day in Portsmouth” when Bush and
Hornblower literally run into each other again and we can date the
action from the following chapters. Hornblower discusses only five
months of pay (three paid and two more under stoppage) since his
appointment as commander but that doesn’tmatch. A year ago is given
as 9 January 1802 which is close enough but it’s a major discrepancy
that this is given as a date Bush was “off Santo Domingo.” It seems the
final three chapters of Lieutenant Hornblower were written after a gap
and Forester has confused the chronology. This 1802 date must be an
error because it’swell after the preliminaries of peacewere signed. Itwas
supposedly written the day before the prisoner revolt so its date should
be 23 October 1800.

Chapter XIX.

8Mar 1803 “Four and a half weeks” later Bush returns. Presumably
Forester’s intention was for this to mean exactly one calendar month
though this was February and, in any case, naval pay was by “lunar” 28-
day months and not paid monthly for half-pay officers anyway.

Chapter XX.

9Mar 1803 A letter dated 8 March 1803 is published in a newspaper and
Hornblower proposes to Maria. Forester probably took the letter
from The Naval Chronicle vol. 9 page 225 and the Portsmouth report
following on page 247 details the pressing on the night of the 8th and
the morning of the 9th.
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Chapter I.

2 Apr 1803 The fact that “nine days ago, he had read the King’s message to
Parliament” would suggest, from the dates of the end of Lieutenant,
that this is 18 March 1803 but Bush writes a note dated 2 April 1803
whichmust take precedence. Also, there aremultiplementions ofApril
in following action that preclude a mid-March start to the story.

Chapter II.

4 Apr 1803 Hornblower wakes early with Maria and prepares to leave.
Cornwallis had promised in the last chapter that Hornblower could
“be certain of sailing the day after tomorrow” and there’s no sign that
everything has not gone according to this plan. We must ignore the
mention that it’s “now, at the end ofMarch” and the flood tide at 05:00,
which suggest 30–31 March.

Chapter III.

" " " Hotspur sails. We hear that “Nine days ago—no, ten days, now—
he had been a half-pay lieutenant” but surely it must be eleven.

Chapter IV.

6 Apr 1803 Hornblower opens his secret orders in a position 240 nm from
Portsmouth after a good passage so two days is a very likely interval and
“The April air was keen and fresh”.

Chapter V.

7 Apr 1803 Next day “it was only a fortnight ago” since Hornblower had
been in the Long Rooms.

21 Apr 1803 After some “golden April days”Hotspur first encounters Loire.

Chapter VI.

12May 1803 Loire attacks Hotspur implying that war has broken out. His-
torically the British declaration was on 18 May 1803 (though they
began impounding French ships the day before). The following chapter
is firmly dated and feels some days later so we need to move the date of
the declaration of war forward.

16
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Chapter VII.

14May 1803 Tonnant arrives near Hotspur in the Goulet and Hornblower
dates a letter “May 14th, 1803”. Also, it’s “after forty days at sea”
and that’s exactly right for a 4 April sailing. The proposed days for
butchering the cattle implies that today is Thursday or Friday but 14
May 1803 was a Saturday.

Chapter VIII.

18May 1803 Hotspur attacks French coasting vessels. After the sunset “the
redwas fading rapidly, and above it Venus could be seen” butVenuswas
a morning object at this time and so no help with the dating. Similarly
the mentioned state of the tide and moon don’t match Hornblower’s
dated report.

19May 1803 With the light of the next day Hornblower can see the results
of his night attack and reports “in obedience to your instructions, dated
the 16th instant, I proceeded on the afternoon of the 18th.” Some
editions have “14th” instead of “16th” but all agree that the attack was
on the 18th and it’s clear that the month must be May.

Chapter IX.

4 Jun 1803 “It was over eight weeks since Hornblower had last set foot
outside the ship,” so after 30 May, when Hornblower is rowed to a
meeting of captains. Since Hotspur sailed with 111 days’ supplies and
has only fifty left we can narrow the date down to 4 June.

Chapter X.

20 Jun 1803 Before dawn Hornblower leads a landing party to destroy a
French signal station and battery. “The plan called for a dark night,
and for half-flood an hour before dawn” and on this basis the first
opportunity would have been the morning of 20 June 1803.

Chapter XI.

" " " Hornblower writes his report on the same morning as the raid.
By that evening Doughty has arrived aboard.

Chapter XII.

28 Jun 1803 In the Goulet “the sun was lifting over the horizon [...] seven
bells [...] only half an hour more of the ebb”: these conditions best
match a late June date. After this close call, “through the finest summer
in human memory,Hotspur cruised in the approaches to Brest”.

Chapter XIII.

24 Sep 1803 We open at “sunset [...] Six o’clock exactly [...] The equinox.”
Actually the 26th is a better fit for a 6 PM apparent time sunset at this
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time and location but it seems better to go with the date of the equinox
which was the 24th in 1803. The following action can be dated relative
to this day on the basis ofBush’s statement that “‘we’vewater for twenty-
eight days, sir. Twenty-four allowing for spillage and ullage.’”

25 Sep 1803 A storm begins andHornblower orders “we’ll reduce the water
allowance from today. Two between three”

24 Oct 1803 Following a sequence of three closely spaced severe storms
Hornblower requests permission to return to port as only “eight days
water” remains. The convention seems to have been to always quote the
water supply assuming full rations even when, as now, short rations are
in effect. The twenty-day difference in supply since the chapter began
implies a thirty-day interval at two thirds rations. With his request
refused for four days,Hornblower decides “from today thewater ration
is reduced. One between two.”

28 Oct 1803 Four days later a further storm builds up.
29 Oct 1803 Too stormy to safely turn for port.
30 Oct 1803 Compelled to turn for port despite continued dangerous

weather conditions due to the water situation.
31 Oct 1803 Anchoring some time after noon in Tor Bay, still with high

winds prevailing. Historically, three ships of the Channel Fleet, includ-
ing Ville de Paris with Cornwallis aboard, were forced by storms into
Tor Bay on 30 December 1803.

Chapter XIV.

2 Nov 1803 After Hornblower “spent those forty hours” aboard Hotspur,
“he slept during the second half of the second night” and during the
day reported to Cornwallis that “when we got in” Hotspur had water
for “two days at half-rations”. He also reflected on “seven months at
sea, sevenweeks of continuous storms” and that “this was the end of the
seventh month” of Maria’s pregnancy. Seven months is correct for an
early April honeymoon and departure but it’s less than six weeks since
the storms began at the equinox. Hotspur sails that night.

Chapter XV.

25 Dec 1803 Off Brest “today the last of the flood did not make until two
o’clock in the afternoon” and “it was December 25th”. The state of the
tide is actually not a bad match for the date.

27 Dec 1803 “Two days later” he meets with a French fishing boat’s captain.

Chapter XVI.

31 Dec 1803 “The last of the flood, two days after the lowest neaps” would
have the tide tables suggest 9 January but it transpires that this is the
day before ...
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1 Jan 1804 “it was New Year’s Day”.

Chapter XVII.

25 Feb 1804 Back in Portsmouth the Naval Chronicle number is out that
mentions Hotspur’s activities of 1 January 1804. That number covers
events up to 24 January so the date is likely to be no earlier than
February. Importantly the date of little Horatio’s birth is definitely
given as 1 January 1804.

Chapter XVIII.

20 Jul 1804 “Summer was far advanced” before Hotspur’s action with
Grasshopper. The date can’t be too late because in the next chapter,
reasonably well dated, the crew are reading press reports of the action
of this chapter, stated to take “only two or three months” to reach the
ship.

Chapter XIX.

22 Sep 1804 Hotspur “had been six months continuously at sea, and was
now ready for three more” when Cornwallis orders her to Cadiz. His-
torically Indefatigable sailed from Plymouth on 19 September 1804
with orders for Cornwallis.

Chapter XX.

" " " Doughty’s mutiny, then sailing for Cadiz.
27 Sep 1804 The distance to Cadiz and fast sailing speeds reported imply a

four- to five-day passage leading up to her arrival at Cadiz.

Chapter XXI.

" " " After Hornblower meets with the British consul, Hotspur sails
fromCadiz the same day she arrived. The presence of USSConstitution
in the harbour is no help since historically she had visited in 1803 was
anchored at Malta from 16 September to 1 November 1804. Indefati-
gable arrived at the rendezvous off Cadiz on 29 September 1804.

Chapter XXII.

5 Oct 1804 Hotspur was on station (close offCadiz) to intercept the flota as
she had been “all the preceding nights”. We know exactly the date of
the day’s action and this phrase is the best clue for dating the previous
few chapters. It seems certain thatHotspur’s battle with Félicité was on
the same day as the famous action with the flota.

Chapter XXIII.

6 Nov 1804 After Hornblower had “heard nothing for a week” he meets
a fleet sailing to blockade Cadiz. This implies that news of the flota
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action has reached England. Historically Lively (one of the other
Frigates) made Spithead on 17 October 1804 and it would have taken
considerable time after that for a fleet to be ordered from Ushant and
for it to reach Cadiz.

7 Nov 1804 “It was on the second day” of the voyage from Cadiz when
Bailey gives Hornblower Doughty’s note.

2 Jan 1805 The damaged Hotspur, with a foul wind, makes a long voyage
north and “it snowed on New Year’s Eve” before she finds the Channel
Fleet. Even in the circumstances it seems problematic to stretch the
time between the battle with Félicité and Hotspur’s reaching Ushant
to two months. That makes it over three months since Hotspur was
originally ordered from Ushant with supplies for three months and yet
now Hornblower says he still has “food and water for sixty more days
on full rations”.

Chapter XXIV.

18Mar 1805 Horatio is with Maria in Plymouth catching up with news so
Hotspur, still with a fished main yard, has made the short voyage home.
Repairs “had proved to be a laborious piece of work—Hotspur’s stern
had had to be almost rebuilt” so we must add an additional period
of days for these. Bush has news of the “Droits of Admiralty” but,
historically, the public had been aware of the issue since November
1804 and, by March 1805, it became known that the captains would,
after all, each receive ninety thousand pounds, a substantial fraction
of what they would have received as prize money. Maria suspects she’s
pregnant and turns out to be correct with little Maria born 8 January
1806, a date already fixed in Atropos; today must be less than about
nine months earlier. It seems best to push this date earlier since a long
pregnancy allows us to fit in with the following dates given in Crisis.

Chapter XXV.

15May 1805 “After sixty days of blockade duty” is was “early summer”.
Again, this date has been chosen to compress the length ofMaria’s preg-
nancy to a plausible length. Allowing only a day or two forHornblower
to go from Maria’s side to blockade duty off Brest gives only fifty-six or
fifty-seven days which can be justified by assuming that “sixty” is given
as a round approximation. Also, two days is the minimum gap to the
subsequent start of Crisis which is firmly dated.
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Forester’s papers include a timeline dating the actions of Nelson, Collingwood,
Calder, Villeneuve andHornblower in 1805. It hasHornblower leaving theHotspur
on 10 July but the manuscript has advanced this almost eight weeks to 17 May.

Chapter I.

17May 1805 In Chapter 3 it’s established that Hornblower “handed over
command of the sloop Hotspur in the forenoon of the seventeenth”
of May 1805. Bush has spent “the last two days” preparing for a new
captain so it must be at least than long since the end of Hotspur.

Chapter II.

19May 1805 After “two days”Hornblower seesCalder sailing for Finisterre.
Historically Calder was only ordered there on 19 July 1805 but clearly
Forester has been forced to compress his chronology substantially.

Chapter III.

20May 1805 Hornblower is “requested and required to attend [...] the court
martial to be held at nine in the forenoon of this twentieth day of May
1805”.

Chapter IV.

" " " On the same day he has given evidence, Hornblower returns to
Princess and is soon joined by the senior crew fromHotspur.

Chapter V.

30May 1805 Princess spends days making no progress in her attempts to
reach Plymouth due to unfavourable winds before sighting the French
brigGuèpe. From the followingwe know this is aThursday and the next
Saturday is in June so 30 May seems most likely.

Chapter VI.

" " " The French brig sends a boarding party just as it’s dark on the
same evening and there follows a desperate battle to avoid capture by
the outnumbered men aboard the Princess.

22
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Chapter VII.

1 Jun 1805 “It was only thirty hours since he and they had fought their way
along the French brig’s deck” when Hornblower arrives in Plymouth.
At a brief interview with the port admiral Hornblower notes that
“Admiral Cornwallis named me for promotion last month” so this
must be June. After an even briefer meeting with Maria he sets off by
carriage for London.

Chapter VIII.

3 Jun 1805 Hornblower arrives at accommodation in London “at nine in
the morning” “with the June sun” after “forty” hours of travelling and
promptly visits the Admiraly. Whilst he’s there news comes in “by
telegraph. Calder fought him off Finisterre”. Historically this would
then be 31 July 1805 but we must assume that, again, Forester has had
to move events to suit the story.

Chapter IX.

4 Jun 1805 Next day, again at the Admiralty, it “was Tuesday” and Horn-
blower realises “it was on Thursday evening that he had climbed on to
the deck of theGuèpe”.

Chapter X.

7 Jun 1805 The previous chapter has “you will read yourself in before the
end of the week” and that event now takes place. Some days would
have been necessary tomake the required arrangements so Friday seems
a good choice. Hornblower reads a newspaper recounting events of
“three days ago” but written by “a scribbler in Plymouth” so days will
have elapsed before publication in London.

Chapter XI.

19 Jun 1805 “This is themorning ofWednesday.” Hornblower is aboard the
Beauty of Blyth, newly requisitioned by theAdmiralty as the flagship of
the London Sea Fencibles he now commands. He meets with Miranda
and Mr. Johnson and their conversation contains further evidence of
extensive preparations. It’s unlikely this could all have happened in five
days since the Friday of the preceding chapter so twelve days has been
chosen.

Chapter XII.

23 Jun 1805 Hornblower, Miranda and Mr. Johnson take ship at
Portsmouth “to sail with the morning tide”. Last chapter in London
there were “things that still had to be attended to [though] not a long
list” and at least seven hours’ travel time by post-chaise. The party has
“three horses and a mule” which would have been much slower than
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a post-chaise from London or would have taken time to acquire after
arrival in Portsmouth. A four-day interval is a reasonable estimate
given the urgency of their mission.
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Chapter I.

23 Dec 1805 Thebook begins “in themiddle of December” just prior, as we
soon discover, to Nelson’s funeral so it must be 1805.

Chapter II.

" " " TheHornblower family continues their canal-boat journey in the
evening of the same day. Here there’s a clue as to the exact day in that
the tide at Brentford is forecast to be “just at the flood” at first light
which best fits the 16th, which would make this day the 15th.

Chapter III.

24 Dec 1805 Next morning the journey ends at London and Hornblower
reads himself in as the new captain of the Atropos. Hornblower “knew
from the newspaper he had read yesterday thatNelson’s bodywas at the
Nore” and historically it had arrived there on the 22nd. Choosing the
earliest possible date for today of the 24th seems best to allow yesterday
to reasonably be considered mid-December. History takes precedence
over the tidal forecast from the preceding chapter.

Chapter IV.

" " " Hornblower meets with Mr. Pallender. In the previous chapter
he needed “a boat and boat’s crew at once” on hearing of his orders
“to wait upon Henry Pallender” so it seems reasonable to assume the
meeting took place the same day.

6 Jan 1806 “The day after tomorrow was the date fixed for the procession”
and a letter dated “Jan 6th 1806” is written.

8 Jan 1806 This was “the day of the procession” and the date implied from
the above-mentioned letter matches the historical record. The proces-
sion delivers Nelson’s body.

Chapter V.

" " " Recovering his watch from the coffin at the Admiralty, it’s appar-
ent thatNelson’s funeral is yet to take place so thismust be the same day.
St. Vincent comments that “today’s Monday, isn’t it” but historically it
was Wednesday. Little Maria has been born in the course of the day.
Little Horatio is stated to be “a man almost a year old” though, when

25
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Hotspur comes to be written, his birthdate is firmly set at 1 January
1804 so that he would now be a week past his second birthday.

Chapter VI.

10 Jan 1806 This is the date fixed for Hornblower’s meeting with King
George III at St. James, confirmed by discussion of Nelson’s funeral
“yesterday”. St. Vincent reveals thatAtropos is to go to sea “Very shortly”.

Chapter VII.

11 Jan 1806 Atropos receives orders to sail with Hornblower having been
“only yesterday at the Court of St. James’s”. The day is spent loading
stores in preparation for sailing for he worries that “even tomorrow,
might be too late” for Atropos to be ready to face the enemy. The
implication is that he intends to sail the next day.

Chapter VIII.

14 Jan 1806 Atropos is anchored in the Downs, 70 nm from Deptford and
“the hands had already spent half the morning at sail drill”. With
the tricky Thames estuary, tides and sandbanks to negotiate and calm
weather, two days is a not-unlikely interval to traverse this distance.

Chapter IX.

15 Feb 1806 Arriving at Gibraltar we hear of “the long beat down theChan-
nel, the battles with the Biscay gales” and the distance is over 1,200 nm
so a passage of three to four weeks’ duration seems indicated.

20 Feb 1806 On “the sixth day” of the voyage from Gibraltar Atropos joins
the Mediterranean fleet of which “possibly some of the ships present
had not yet seen the accounts in the press of the victory they had won
at Trafalgar four months before” so today is around 21 February 1806.
This was beyond “Cape Carbomara” visited yesterday which is 700 nm
from Gibraltar; a very fast passage.

Chapter X.

22 Feb 1806 Malta is a farther 300 nm from “CapeCarbomara” and the ren-
dezvous was likely to be even closer than that so the two-dayminimum
time for the voyage is also the most probable. On arrival, Mr. Prince
had been a “month on board”. Also, “It would be quarter-day [25
March], or as near to it as made no matter, by the time letters from
Malta would reach England”.

Chapter XI.

28 Feb 1806 A Turkish landfall is made 700 nm from Malta and “every day
had seen at least a hundred miles made good”. At the same time “the
equinox [21 March 1806] was still too far off ”.
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Chapter XII.

" " " The fact that “the young moon had already set” suggests within
three days of 22 February 1806 or 23March 1806. The twin constraints
of tomorrow needing to be March and Mr. Prince having been aboard
not much more than a month mean we need to ignore the moon and
choose the last day of February instead.

1Mar 1806 Work begins while it’s “still dark” locating the wreck.

Chapter XIII.

" " " “March”.

Chapter XIV.

2Mar 1806 Attempting to blow open the wreck using fuse hose.

Chapter XV.

3Mar 1806 Succeeding in blowing open the wreck using a flying fuse then,
that evening, eating “the first fruits of the Turkish spring.”

Chapter XVI.

14May 1806 “The Turkish spring was not going to give way to summer
without a last struggle” so probably May or June 1806. It’s necessary
to use quite an early date to allow time for the following action. A com-
petition is held inwhich the losing side is to provide “the entertainment
tomorrow night”.

16May 1806 “Next morning,” after the entertainment, McCullum is well
enough to supervise salvage work directly.

23May 1806 “Hornblower spent wakeful nights” before “one day [McCul-
lum] toldHornblower of the discovery of one of the chests of gold” and
...

24May 1806 “next morning” the work began to recover it.

Chapter XVII.

9 Jun 1806 “Two days ago the second of the three chests of gold had
been recovered” after difficult salvage operations so there’s scope for
a substantial passage of time. The Turks spring their trap and, after
brief negotiations, promise to “come tomorrow morning to receive the
treasure”.

Chapter XVIII.

10 Jun 1806 First “the soft night wind was backing round, as might be
expected at this hour” andnot long afterwards “ting-tingwent the ship’s
bell—twobells; the signal” for the escape to begin. InMay and June the
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sun sets around 7 PM and rises around 5 AM so, for it to be dark and for
the land breeze to have had time to spring up, the bells must be in the
middle watch of the next day; 1 AM. Moonrise above the mountains at
that time suggests 10 June 1806.

Chapter XIX.

9 Jul 1806 Hornblower had been “six months afloat” since 12 January 1806
when Mr. Prince fell in “the Mediterranean at midsummer”.

Chapter XX.

" " " Atropos continues to shadow Castilla into the evening with
Hornblower leaving orders to be called ...

10 Jul 1806 “before moonrise in the middle watch” which could be any day
from 11 July to 14 July 1806. Somehow the moon is also “almost in
its last quarter” which begins 9 July 1806 so a compromise date seems
reasonable.

Chapter XXI.

21 Jul 1806 It was “eleven days and nights” before Atropos reached Palermo.
A letter “only six weeks old” spoke of little Maria “at five months old.”

15 Aug 1806 “After those three days” Hornblower set his own crew to re-
pairingAtropos so that she was to be “ready for sea in all respects in one
day’s time”. Orders were then received for “the day after tomorrow, the
17th instant”making this day the15th. The interval since thepreceding
action is longish, but not an unreasonable period in the circumstances.

16 Aug 1806 “Next day” Hornblower is unexpectedly ordered aboard the
flagship to hear Atropos is to be given to the king of the Two Sicilies.
Wehear that “the Prince hadhad sevenmonths in a sloop ofwar”which
helps define the month. Hornblower chooses to take passage back to
England aboard “a fast ship, sailing alone. In a month, even in less with
fair winds, he could be setting foot on shore”. Before then hemust wait
“a dreary two days” before ...

19 Aug 1806 sailing for Portsmouth aboard Aquila.
29 Sep 1806 It seems to have been a slow passage since “autumnwas waiting

for them beyond the Straits” where Aquila endured “gale after gale”
before Hornblower lands home in Portsmouth.
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Accurately datingTheHappy Return is difficult because no precise dates appear and
the historical events mentioned in Europe take place an uncertain number of weeks
of sailing away. News of the 2 May 1808 uprising in Madrid arrived in Mexico
City on 25 June, fifty-four days later; Panama was a similar travel time from Spain.
The seasons mentioned in the last chapters argue for a later timeline but this is
limited by the need to place Chapter 8 in themonth after Joseph Bonaparte became
King of Spain. Unfortunately this rules out aligning the historical phases of the
moon with those of the story. Companion’s dates are seven weeks earlier than those
of this chronology. Here the chapters are, for simplicity, numbered continuously
throughout the book. The first editions and this edition restart the numbering in
each part so that the original Part II, Chapter 1 is Chapter 8 here, and Part III,
Chapter 1 is Chapter 22.

I.The Captain

15 Aug 1808 “It was not long after dawn [...] in a voyage which had by now
lasted seven months”. We work back from Chapter 8 to date this day
and those that follow.

II. Land

" " " Land is sighted and “dinner advanced by half an hour” so late
morning on the same day.

III.TheOrders

" " " The chapter opens “at noontide” as Lydia approaches the land.
Once anchored in the bay Bush marvels at how they “had arrived in
the afternoon with the sea breeze and a flowing tide” and, historically,
it would have flowed from shortly after low tide at around 3 PM on this
day.

IV. El Supremo

" " " Returning from meeting el Supremo in his house, Hornblower
finds that “night was falling fast [and] a young moon was fast fading
down the sky.” In fact a last-quarter moon set at 1:05 PM.

V. Revictualling

16 Aug 1808 Considering the question “shall we begin to slaughter the
cattle now?” Hornblower decides “We will start now” and “for two

30
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days the boats plied back and forth between the beach and the ship.” A
clue in Chapter 7 appears to require that the boats did not begin to ply
until the day after the slaughtering began.

18 Aug 1808 “On the second evening” a lookout reports “a ship coming”
which Hornblower calculates “could be here in the bay by midnight.”

VI.The Coming of theNatividad

" " " Natividad has “the setting moon behind her” as she enters the
bay and is captured. Moonset around midnight means a first-quarter
moon but the nearest is not until 28 August 1808.

VII. El Supremo’s Fleet Sails

19 Aug 1808 Thecapturewas “last night”. Thefirstmeetingwith el Supremo
is given to have taken place “four days ago”. The Lydia and the Nativi-
dad sail together for La Libertad.

VIII. News from Europe

27 Aug 1808 Approaching Panama, Spaniards inform Hornblower “We
have had the news for the last four days [...] Last month Bonaparte
stole our King Ferdinand from us and has named his brother Joseph
King of Spain.” There were several dates in Joseph’s rise to the throne
of Spain but later parts of this novel argue for the latest possiblemonth.
Joseph travelled toMadrid inmid-July whichmight just allow this late-
August date for the news to reach Hornblower. The Spaniards are told
that “theLydiamet theNatividad a week ago” but we stretch this a day
or two to allow the tides mentioned then to match.

IX. Lady Barbara Comes on Board

28 Aug 1808 “In the morning” Lydia arrives in Panama, probably the next
morning. Hornblower’s age is given as thirty-seven, implying a birth
date from 29 August 1770 to 28 August 1771.

X.The Anchor

" " " Hornblower’s seamanship is tested dealing with a foul anchor.

XI. More News from Europe

" " " In the evening it’s now nearly eight months since Lydia sailed
from England, placing her departure from England in the first half of
January 1808. Two significant items of news have just today arrived in
Panama. Firstly, Barbara’s “brother, Sir Arthur, has won a great victory
in Portugal over the French. Under the terms of a convention the
French are evacuating the whole country and are handing over Lisbon
to the English army.” The Battle of Vimiero was fought on 21 August
1808 and the ensuingConvention of Cintra signed on 30August 1808
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but both dates are much too late to fit with this chronology. Secondly,
the Spanish claim “a whole army of Bonaparte’s has surrendered to
them in Andalusia” and this followed the Battle of Bailén which ended
on 19 July 1808; here the intervening forty days is a barely credible time
for the news to reach Panama.

XII. Lady Barbara’s Accomplishments

29 Aug 1808 There is mention of the “fluke of the anchor which had been
bent in yesterday’s misadventure” so this chapter is set the day after
Chapter 10. The fact that Lydia had “sailed in [Natividad’s] company
ten days back” gives us the gap between Chapters 7 and 12.

30 Aug 1808 “Next evening” Lady Barbara “brought out a guitar”.

XIII. Meeting theNatividad

9 Sep 1808 Lydia sailed “day after day” until one day “It was just eight bells”
in the morning watch when Natividad is sighted and soon battle is
joined. Lydia loses hermizzenmast. Companiondates this engagement
to 20 July 1808 but this is too early to be plausible and is not a Friday
as required by Chapter 18.

XIV.The Ships Dismasted

" " " Natividad loses her foremast and the ships drift apart.

XV. Refitting

" " " Lydia refits.

XVI. Evening and Night

" " " Lydia refits.
10 Sep 1808 “Soon after midnight” we consider if “the moon were to break

through the scurrying clouds”. Historically the moon rose at 9:12 PM
the previous night so it would indeed have been high and bright by this
time.

XVII.The Battle

" " " Natividad is sighted at dawn and Lydia struggles to catch and
sink her through the day.

XVIII. SundayMorning

11 Sep 1808 “Sunday Morning”; we fix this and nearby dates accordingly.

XIX. Fresh Orders from Spain

26 Sep 1808 It was a “fortnight which elapsed before [Lydia] roundedCape
Mala” and “The Pearl Islands were just in view over the port bow”. It’s
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also noted that “six weeks back he had filled his storerooms”; the date
chosen here is just three days short of that interval. After a meeting
with the Spanish she turns back for “island of Coiba”.

XX.The Isle of Coiba

27 Sep 1808 Lydia arrives at Coiba which is about 100 nm from Cape Mala
so this is probably the next day.

11 Oct 1808 Hornblower wishes Lady Barbara “Good morning” and she
reflects on “the scowls she had encountered from him during the last
eleven days.” This presumably refers to the days refitting since the
arrival atCoibawhichby this reckoningwouldhave been at least twelve
days ago. Perhaps it’s only the period when Lydia is beached since
two extra days are needed to match the interval given in the following
chapter.

XXI. El Supremo Again

12 Oct 1808 In the previous chapter Hornblower promised “We shall be at
sea before nightfall” and now, after “warping out of the bay [...] during
the night the wind died away” and “Hornblower awoke in his cot in
the cool hour before dawn.” so this must be the next day. Now he
encounters the Spanish lugger “sixteen days since he last saw her”.

XXII. Homeward

1 Nov 1808 It’s a “warm moonlight night”.
2 Nov 1808 “Lydia was about to cross the Equator” which is over 500 nm

from the area of the lugger encounter. The voyage is likely to have taken
some days as winds are typically unfavourable and we make the time
long to match the previously mentioned moon.

29 Dec 1808 Sailing south it “was the Antipodean summer” and Barbara
had been “in close contact with [Hornblower] for four continuous
months” by the time “They had reached the region of westerly trade
winds”. There must have been some further days before they reach
“their farthest south” where “Cape Horn allowed them just that one
pleasurable morning”.

XXIII.The Coward

5 Jan 1809 “Thenorthern springwas coming down in the track of the sun to
meet them”; spring is still two months off but we can’t move this date
later without conflicting with the next chapter’s clue. At least it would
be spring by the time they crossed the equator to reach it.

6 Jan 1809 Hornblower “hadbeennearly a year coopedup in theLydianow”.
The seven months’ voyage noted at the book’s opening suggests Lydia
sailed in mid-January 1808.
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30 Jan 1809 It was “evening when the lookout at the masthead [...] caught
sight of the tip of the mountain top” of St. Helena which can be seen
from over 60 nm away. This point is about 3500 nm from Cape Horn
which allows for a rough estimate of the date of arrival.

XXIV.TheHappy Return

31 Jan 1809 It’s clear from the end of the preceding chapter that it’s the
following day when Lydia reaches St. Helena.



CHAPTER VIII

A Sip of  Li

Chapter I.

25 Apr 1810 There’s reference to “twenty-three months’ pay” presumably
for service aboard Lydia which probably sailed in January 1808. This
would have her paid off in December 1809 and her crew transferred to
Sutherland leaving four months during which “some captains would
have lost two-thirds of their crews during as long a stay as this in a
home port”. Against this, the “men [were] still unpaid after a month in
port.” “Maria (although it was too early to be certain) believed herself
to be pregnant” and the birth was later dated 7 January 1811. Allowing
the average thirty-eight weeks would have the pregnancy begin on 16
April 1810 and normal variability could easily have Maria suspecting a
pregnancy by 25 April 1810.

Chapter II.

4May 1810 Explicitly dated “Fourth May 1810” in a note whose invitation
for “tomorrow” is understood to mean tomorrow; it must have been
written today.

Chapter III.

5May 1810 The dinner engagement of the above-mentioned invitation
takes place.

Chapter IV.

" " " The same night as the dinner.

Chapter V.

31May 1810 Sutherland sails following “night after night [...] worrying
about Lady Barbara and Maria” so apparently it’s some days following
the dinner. Weneed to balance the need to keep the interval reasonably
shortwithoutmaking the voyage to thepositively dated rendezvous too
long. Companion has the voyage begin in May 1810.

Chapter VI.

" " " The action follows immediately from the preceding chapter.
36
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1 Jun 1810 “The middle watch was not yet ended” the following morn-
ing. Hornblower remembers “the battle with the Natividad only nine
months back” but this should be a year longer at twenty-one months.
The convoy encounters French luggers.

Chapter VII.

10 Jun 1810 “On this Sunday morning” there had been “ten days’ labour”
aboard Sutherland, presumably since the day of her sailing.

Chapter VIII.

" " " It’s “in the afternoon” and it must be the same day since not only
is the same preceding interval referred to in “ten days of bad weather”
but it’s also “thequickest passage [the convoy captainhas]made to these
latitudes”. The distance is under 1000 nm and much longer than ten
days wouldn’t seem to be fast enough, even for a merchant convoy.

Hornblower’s Charitable Offering

12 Jul 1810 The short story definitely belongs here betweenChapters 8 and
9. The only clue as to the date comes from the location of the action in
relation to the passage from parting with the convoy to the rendezvous.
The first day sees the rescue of the French prisoners and Sutherland’s
change of course to Cabrera.

13 Jul 1810 “At dawn she was there”.

Chapter IX.

20 Jul 1810 This rendezvous with Caligula and Captain Bolton is dated
from the mention of July in Chapter 14 and Hornblower’s report of
Chapter 15. The forty-day interval since the parting with the convoy
seems at odds with Bolton’s reference to the “rapidity with which you
reached the rendezvous”.

Chapter X.

21 Jul 1810 At “Two bells” it was “full daylight now” so we begin at 5 AM
the day after parting with Bolton. Capture of the French brig Amelie
and the destruction of the battery at Llanza.

Chapter XI.

" " " Attack on Port Vendres takes place the night of the same day,
concluding with the help of the light due to the fact that “the moon
rises at one o’clock”. Historically moonrise was actually 10:23 PM on
this day but at least it that would have made it the “gibbous, waning
moon” described.
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Chapter XII.

22 Jul 1810 Mention of “yesterday morning [...] at Llanza” before the raid
on the French lagoon.

Chapter XIII.

23 Jul 1810 Following “the hours of darkness [...]morning found the Suther-
land far to the southwestward” where she encounters Colonel Villena.

Chapter XIV.

" " " Villena’s news assists Sutherland attack a French column on a
“July afternoon”.

Chapter XV.

24 Jul 1810 Hornblower had “retired to bed at midnight” after the “roast
pork for supper” arranged in the previous chapter. He writes his report
referring to “the orders of Captain Bolton, on the 20th inst.” which
dates the action of this and the last few chapters. He then promptly
delivers it to the admiral.

Chapter XVI.

" " " Hornblower returns to Sutherland and the weather immediately
strikes, dismasting Pluto.

Chapter XVII.

12 Aug 1810 “For threeweeks” Sutherland andCaligulahad awaitedPluto’s
return.

15 Aug 1810 It’s the earlymorning “Two nights later”, i.e., three days later as
Hornblower leads a large landing party ashore.

Chapter XVIII.

" " " Under “the August sun” and Hornblower challenges his men:
“Boney hasn’t any guns as good as these. Don’t let the Dagoes give him
a birthday present.” Placing this day on Napoleon’s 41st birthday is a
good match.

Chapter XIX.

18 Nov 1810 “The nightmare adventure on the Spanishmainland was three
weeks past”whenSutherland encounters aFrench squadron. Changing
this interval to three months seems a minimally disruptive way to
deal with a chronological problem early in the following novel Flying
Colours. If not for this problem the action from here would be dated
ten weeks earlier, starting here on 9 September 1810.
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Chapter XX.

19 Nov 1810 The squadron is sighted again early the next morning and
battle ensues during the course of the day.



CHAPTER IX

Flyig Colos

Chapter I.

3 Dec 1810 “Just enough time had elapsed for the news of the Sutherland’s
capture to have reached Paris and for Bonaparte’s subsequent orders
to have been transmitted to Rosas” as we join the captive Hornblower
in Rosas under “the bright autumn sun”. The trip by road is almost
600 miles each way, requiring perhaps ten days for the round trip. The
Chappe telegraph did reach the south west of France just in this year
but it seems clear that Forester (or Hornblower) did not contemplate
its use here, despite Chapter 8 mentioning a “semaphore just received
from Perpignan”.

Chapter II.

4 Dec 1810 “Hornblower awoke that night” and after witnessing a night
action “he became aware that daylight was creeping into the bay”. The
ships had been sent “in the moonless hours of the night”; moonset was
just after midnight on this date.

Chapter III.

5 Dec 1810 “Next day” it’s “after three weeks’ captivity” but this seems to
be contradicted in the following chapter. An urgent journey to Paris
begins.

Chapter IV.

" " " Bush says “Two weeks now I’ve slept in the stretcher” but more
definitely “today was Wednesday” and “only sixteen days ago and
Hornblower had been captain of a seventy-four.” This definite day and
interval allows us to date the closing action ofA Ship of the Line as well
as the opening of this book.

Chapter V.

6 Dec 1810 “Dawn was not fully come” when the hurried journey contin-
ues.

Chapter VI.

13 Dec 1810 Following days of travel, passing “Paris 287km” where “winter
had begun”. About 400 miles or three-quarters of the journey have
been traversed in bad weather with short days. Earlier Forester had

41
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Hornblower calculating that the whole trip would take eight to twelve
days. “Winter had begun” when Hornblower escapes.

Chapter VII.

" " " The night of adventures following the escape.

Chapter VIII.

14 Dec 1810 “Next morning”. It is “four months” before “April” so this
must be December. It is this definite month that forces the insertion
of about an extra ten weeks somewhere in the preceding action and the
least disruptive place seems to be before Chapter 19 of A Ship of the
Line.

Chapter IX.

18 Dec 1810 Enough time afterwards to construct thewooden leg thatBush
begins to practise using.

27 Dec 1810 Whilst “passing the long winter days” newspapers announce
their drowning.

19 Jan 1811 “January came” and Hornblower’s affair with Marie begins.

Chapter X.

24Mar 1811 Hornblower’s “stay is drawing to an end” and “yesterday” came
news of the “birth of an heir to Bonaparte” whowas born on 20March
1811. There is also news that “Wellington has beaten Bonaparte’s
Masséna” from a “bulletin of the Army of Portugal [...] dated from
Almeida. The timing is right for this to refer to one of several engage-
ments as Wellington pushed the French north and, from 13 March
1811, east and out of Portugal.

25Mar 1811 Next morning Marie sadly notes that ‘We only have to say
‘good morning’ today, and tomorrow we shall say ‘good-bye’.’

Chapter XI.

12May 1811 The boat is brought down to the Loire “in the first early light
of dawn” and launched into “one of those splendid spring days”. They
pass Briare before dark, a journey of about 60 miles and during the
night there is a “gibbousmoon”. Thepreceding chapter strongly implies
that this chapter takes place on the very next day, 26 March 1811,
but that conflicts with the firm date of Barbara’s letter of Chapter 17.
It’s necessary to imagine some reason for a six- to seven-week delay
somewhere, however improbable, and this point contradicts the fewest
other time clues in the text.
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Chapter XII.

24May 1811 They pass barges “working their way up to Angers from
Nantes” and “smell the sea”. The journey is described as “a fortnight’s
picnic” and this would have been ample time to cover the 300 miles
from Nevers to Nantes by river.

Chapter XIII.

25May 1811 They make their “entrance into Nantes [...] with the moon
in its first quarter [...] high over the setting sun [...] the tide about to
ebb.” Choosing this date gives a good match for both the sky and tides
observed and just leaves time for the events leading up to the dated
letter of Chapter 17.

Chapter XIV.

26May 1811 “Theywere offNoirmoutier at dawn”which has to be the next
day.

Chapter XV.

27May 1811 It’s “at midnight” so another day has begun. Hornblower
muses that his “child must be three months old now”. We hear the fleet
thinks that “Hornblower had been thought dead sixmonths” and, once
aboard Triumph, he learns that “Barbara was a widow—had been one
for six months now.” By this chronology the baby is over four months
old, Hornblower has been dead five months and Admiral Leighton
died almost six months ago.

Chapter XVI.

" " " Hornblower boardsVictory, the flagship of the fleet and recounts
his adventures. He’s towait aboard and “sail for Portsmouthnextweek”.

Chapter XVII.

" " " Anewspaper article “of three months ago” announces “the death
in childbed, on the seventh of this month, of Mrs. Maria Hornblower”.
This implies that Richard Hornblower was born on 7 February 1811
but 7 January 1811 is a better match for his expected January birth and
also fits in more easily with other dates relative to Richard’s birth.

14 Jun 1811 When Victory sails “she had to beat up the Channel for seven
long days” before reaching England so it must have been about a
fortnight between Hornblower’s boarding and his arrival home. In
Portsmouth Hornblower reads Barbara’s letter from London dated
“3rd June 1811”. It’s easy to imagine that Witch of Endor would have
had a much faster passage home and she had a week’s head start, so the
letter is likely to have been waiting for Hornblower’s arrival for some
days, even allowing for travel time between London and Portsmouth.
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Chapter XVIII.

15 Jun 1811 It was “twenty-four hours” before Hornblower is escorted to
his court martial. Following his acquittal he was immediately taken
to London, reaching 10 Downing street in the evening of the same
day. This date is a Saturday which was the traditional market day at
Guildford, as seen in passing by Hornblower. The crew of Witch of
Endor have “been hands in a King’s ship for the last three weeks”, i.e.,
since Hornblower boarded Triumph.

Chapter XIX.

16 Jun 1811 In the previous chapter he planned to “wait until tomorrow
before he called at Bond Street” to see Barbara and Richard.



CHAPTER X

T Cooo

This story contains quite a few conflicts with the history of 1812 so that in places
it’s necessary to choose amongst several historical events with which Hornblower’s
experiences might be aligned. In these cases the most famous and significant dates
have been givenpriority, e.g.,Napoleon’s crossing of theNiemen andhis entry to and
departure fromMoscow. Forester has compressed history substantially: Napoleon’s
invasionof SwedishPomerania tookplace from9 January 1812;Macdonald’s raising
of the siege of Riga did not happen until 18 December 1812; and the changing of
the allegiance of the Prussian army came with the Convention of Tauroggen of 30
December 1812. In places the communication delays of the period appear to have
been neglected.
Chapter I.

11 Apr 1812 At Smallbridge Richard is at least “a sixteen-months-old baby”
but, from Flying Colours he was born on 7 January 1811. According
to the following clue he would now be fifteen months old. The letter
received from the Admiralty, 20 miles from Smallbridge, was dated
“10th April, 1812” and so is likely to have been sent the previous day.

Chapter II.

" " " Discussion of the weather makes it clear that it’s the same day
that Hornblower travels to the Admiralty.

Chapter III.

12 Apr 1812 At the Golden Cross inn, in the small hours of the follow-
ing morning, Hornblower thinks back on his interview the previous
evening with Richard Wellesley.

Chapter IV.

24 Apr 1812 Some days must have passed to allow time for Bush to have
been notified and taken up the command of Nonsuch, presumably re-
assigned from a shore appointment. Hornblower boards and greets
Bush.

Chapter V.

" " " Hornblower’s first day aboard continues with unpacking and
familiarisation.

45
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Chapter VI.

1May 1812 Nonsuch is now “Seven days out from the Downs”. Sunrise is
given as 05:34 in the Kattegat, close to the Sound, but this requires a
date in late March. Companion places this chapter in May.

Chapter VII.

6May 1812 Through the Sound and “out of sight of land in the Baltic”
meetingMaggie Jones brings news that “the Czar’s meeting Bernadotte
next week for a conference somewhere in Finland”. This meeting
actually took place from 28August 1812; too late to be useful in dating
the action.

Chapter VIII.

" " " Hornblower briefs his captains, ordering them to “take your
stations for the night”, then ...

7May 1812 “At dawn” comes the encounter with Blanchefleur.

Chapter IX.

" " " From the bomb ketchHarveyHornblower observes the destruc-
tionofBlanchefleur. We candate this and theprevious chapters roughly
from the fact that Napoleon has responded to news of their events
before the following chapter.

Chapter X.

24May 1812 The date here must be balanced between a preceding 350 nm
journey from Stockholm begun on “May 20, 1812” and the following
580 nm voyage to St. Petersburg ending on “May 30 1812”. A captured
newspaper’s “front page is taken up with the meeting at Dresden.
Bonaparte is there with seven kings and twenty-one sovereign princes.”
The King of Prussia only arrived at this meeting on 26 May 1812. The
news had to travel 500miles fromDresden toKönigsberg to be printed
and then sail 180 nm toNonsuch.

Chapter XI.

27May 1812 It being “late May” is mentioned in conjunction with the
weather as the squadron “drove ever northward towards the Gulf of
Finland”.

30May 1812 The Gulf of Finland is close to 250 nm long and they “hove
to in sight of Lavansaari so as to approach Kronstadt after sunrise” so
it’s probably three days later when, on the day of arrival, an invitation
arrives dated “May 30 1812”.
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Chapter XII.

" " " That evening a British party attends a dinner ashore at the Impe-
rial Palace of Peterhof. Hornblower meets Czar Alexander although,
historically, theCzarwas alreadywith his generals in the field preparing
for Napoleon’s invasion by this time.

Chapter XIII.

31May 1812 A hangover places this chapter on the morning after “a harass-
ing evening the night before”. Hornblower says he has held his rank “As
Commodore [...] only two months”.

Chapter XIV.

11 Jun 1812 “This morning” “Reval—Tallinn [...] bears southeast twenty-
five miles”, which is 160 nm from Kronstadt and 350 nm from the
entrance to the Frisches Haff at Königsberg. “If this fair wind should
persist he had no more than three days in which to think out some
method of attack there.”

Chapter XV.

14 Jun 1812 “This was an ideal night in which to reconnoitre the entrance
to the Frisches Haff.”

15 Jun 1812 “Next morning” a plan of attack is revealed and “At nightfall
the squadron stood in towards the land”.

16 Jun 1812 “The growing daylight revealed” the scene of the attack and the
squadron engages in diversionary manoeuvres off Pillau during the day
until “it only remained now to go to bed and spend the rest of the night
in tranquillity”.

17 Jun 1812 “theBalticmorning”precedes the report: “goingpast theboom
on thenight of the15th [...] Atdawnon the16thwewereoff themouth
of the Königsberg river.” The month is known by the fixed dates in the
preceding and following chapters.

Chapter XVI.

4 Jul 1812 Clam brings news that “Boney crossed the Niemen with fifteen
army corps ten days back.” While some troops crossed beforemidnight
the commonly quoted date for this event is 24 June 1812making today
4 July 1812. “Alexander sent back his answer a month ago—the day
before you left us” and Chapter 14 suggests the squadron had sailed
on about 9 June 1812. The dates match well enough, except for the
fact that the date of the despatch from St. Petersburg is the same as
the date of the invasion begun 500 miles away. The only indication
as to the squadron’s current position is that it’s taken Clam ten days
to reach them from St. Petersburg and that the course for London is
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very different from the course for Riga. Companion marks it half-way
between Pillau and Riga.

Chapter XVII.

8 Jul 1812 There’s a reference to “Last week at Pillau” but even the previous
chapter is dated later than the last mention of that location. Perhaps
the squadron remained or returned there after the events ofChapter 15.
The best we can do is to allow a few days sailing time since the firmly
datedprevious chapter. The squadron’s position is now such that “Some
seventy miles ahead, at the bottom of the gulf, lay Riga”.

9 Jul 1812 “Even though the squadron had to anchor for the night a slight
freshening and veering of the wind enabled them to ascend the whole
gulf by the evening of the next day” where, “within a few days of the
solstice, the sun was not very far below the horizon. ‘Moon rises in
an hour’s time, sir’ said Mound ‘three-quarters full’”, i.e., about 27 July
1812 when moonrise and the end of dusk were both at 21:40 but this
date is too late. Historically the Siege of Riga began on 24 July 1812

Chapter XVIII.

11 Jul 1812 Hornblower attends a reception and ballet ashore. This is
presumably soon after his arrival off the town.

12 Jul 1812 Riding to investigate noises of an attack, now very early the fol-
lowingmorning there is a “The bright full moon” but that would occur
no earlier this month than 22 July 1812. Discussion of the situation
implies it’s still very early in the Siege ofRiga, before the attackerswould
be “condescending to spend three weeks in siege operations”.

Chapter XIX.

27 Jul 1812 Following the minor success of capturing two hundred prison-
ers from a barge Hornblower muses that “Macdonald’s sixty thousand
had been stationary now for over two weeks”.

Chapter XX.

28 Jul 1812 “Earlier that morning British and Russians had been the best of
friends” following the success of the previous chapter.

29 Jul 1812 “Next morning”.

Chapter XXI.

20 Sep 1812 Hornblower hears that “a great battle fought on the 14th of
last month at Salamanca” (actually on 22 July 1812) which would
make this August. He also receives “fifteen letters [...] Barbara had
written to him every week since his departure” implying Clam sailed
soon after 4 August 1812. Corpses are seen “From the fighting two
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weeks ago [...] at Vitebsk [26–27 July 1812] and Smolensk [16–18
August 1812]”. Despite all these clues suggesting a late August date the
following historical date takes precedence. After announcing “I shall
rest a while” in the evening ...

21 Sep 1812 Hornblower wakes “An hour before dawn” in “autumn” and
soon news arrives that “We have been beaten in a great battle outside
Moscow, and Bonaparte is in the city”. Historically this took place on
14 September 1812 almost 600 miles from Riga.

Chapter XXII.

10 Oct 1812 It’s implied that Hornblower has been at Riga for “the past
three months”. He meets the commander of “a division of Spaniards
and Portuguese”.

Chapter XXIII.

24 Oct 1812 News thatNapoleon “leftMoscowfive days back” wouldmake
today 24October 1812 but also that “We beat him atMalo-Jaroslavetz”
which took place 600 miles away on 24 October 1812. Historically
Macdonald did not hear of Napoleon’s retreat from Moscow until 11
December 1812.

25 Oct 1812 Theaction continues through thenightwith “What’s the time?
One o’clock?” and into the following day. The actual raising of the
Siege of Riga by the French did not occur until 18December 1812; too
late to allow for Hornblower’s arrival home by Christmas. Companion
dates places it in October.

Chapter XXIV.

5 Dec 1812 Waking in King of Prussia’s palace at Königsberg, Hornblower
is told he’s been ill with typhus “Nigh on four weeks”, though perhaps
this refers only to the time spent in the palace, allowing a longer interval
since the last chapter.

7 Dec 1812 “two days later” he leaves and “Clam was able to pass the en-
trance before nightfall and start the long beat down the Baltic [...] the
wind stayed foul and they had to beat about off Malmo for two mortal
days before they got a slant of wind to carry them downThe Sound [...]
Beyond The Skaw a northerly gale was waiting for them, [...] and sent
them flying homeward triple-reefed. Before it blew itself out they had
to lie-to for half a day, and then it backed roundwesterly.” A reasonable
guess would seem to be about a fortnight for this 1,000 nm voyage.

23 Dec 1812 “It was eight months since he had seen England” as he reached
Sheerness.

24 Dec 1812 “in the bleak grey morning” Hornblower benefits from “the
admiral’s kindness in lending him his own barge to take him up to
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Rochester” from whence it’s only “Thirty miles from Smallbridge”
(though Maidstone is less than 10 miles). The fact that “Barbara was
entertaining the village carol singers”makesChristmas Eve a likely date.

Hornblower andHisMajesty

15 Apr 1813 The first edition of 23 March 1940 in Colliers contains the
phrase “in the year 1812” that’smissing in the version inArgosy (UK) of
a year later. Thehistory of thewar of 1812 suggests an 1813date ismore
likely, even if it weren’t necessary to avoid conflict with Commodore
published in 1945. Apparently the date reference was removed for
this reason; apart from this one amendment, the differences between
editions all have the UK version longer. Hornblower’s age is given as
forty and comparison with his age inHappy Return implies a date here
before 28 August 1812. The most likely explanation seems to be that
Majestywas first written with an 1812 setting inmind, that year having
provided the name for the war, and it was soon afterwards adjusted—
incompletely—to better match history.
There is mention of “nineteen years of war with France”, which war
was declared on 1 February 1793, suggesting a date before 1 February
1812, before the War of 1812 had begun. The fourteen-month Peace
of Amiens provides a way out of this dilemma, allowing dates from the
year beginning 25 March 1813, if we were to attempt to be so precise.
The only other clues appear to be in that the King would hardly be
sailing in this way in winter and the fog makes summer somewhat less
likely too. Spring 1813 seems a good compromise.

16 Apr 1813 “Hornblower spent the night in the hammock chair” and then
“It must be dawn by now”; clearly the action takes place over two
consecutive days.
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Chapter I.

16 Oct 1813 Weopen in theHenryVII LadyChapel atWestminsterAbbey,
central London. A letter arrives dated “7th October 1813” which has
come from “off Havre”, from whence a “gig made Bembridge [80 nm
away on the Isle of Wight] last night”. A day and a half seems a
likely enough duration for such a journey assuming they could make
sail having the voyage end on the night of the 8th. The two-week
duration of the mutiny given in Chapter 9 requires adding a full week
to the voyage and adverse weather conditions can easily be imagined
to explain an adventure of such a length. Hornblower hears it’s “Noon
now. If you leave at three; po’chaise to Portsmouth [...] seven hours, [...]
you can be under way at midnight.”

Chapter II.

" " " Back “at Bond Street” he tells Barbara “I sail tonight from Spit-
head.”

Chapter III.

17 Oct 1813 “At midnight he set foot in the Porta Coeli”

Chapter IV.

" " " When Hornblower made “his appearance on deck. It was the
first opportunity the ship’s companyof thePortaCoelihadhadof seeing
him in daylight.” Porta Coeli had been hove to but after dinner that
evening the wind moderates enough to “put her on the wind”.

Chapter V.

18 Oct 1813 “In the past twenty-four hours the wind had moderated to
nothing more than a strong breeze.” so this must be the night after the
end of the preceding chapter. Hornblower ruminates on “the problem
of the morrow” before ...

19 Oct 1813 “it would not be long now before daylight” which soon reveals
a “Sail on the lee bow”: Flame.

Chapter VI.

" " " “It was late afternoon when the Porta Coeli, apparently unable to
reach any decision, stood away from theFlame” andmanages to cut out
a prize from Le Havre.

52
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Chapter VII.

20 Oct 1813 Supposedly “this was November” but there’s no way to rec-
oncile this with the explicitly dated despatch of Chapter 1. “Day’s
just breaking” and soon, “the mutineers’ brig was going through the
same performance as yesterday.” Dramatic action ensues betweenPorta
Coeli, Flame and French chasse-marées.

Chapter VIII.

21 Oct 1813 A prisoner mentions “the vessel that you so ingeniously cap-
tured two days ago”. He proposes that “In the three days before next
Monday” preparations for a takeover of Le Havre be made. Today is a
Thursday and this can be construed tomean the intervening three days.

Chapter IX.

24 Oct 1813 Mention is made that the captain imprisoned by the mutiny
“had been pale, as a result of two weeks’ confinement”. This duration
can only be achieved by extending the gig’s voyage of Chapter 1 to
eight and a half days. The closely following assertion that “it was hardly
a week since he had left the arms of a loyal and understanding wife”
reinforces the idea that Forester intended that themutiny began aweek
before the beginning of the novel.
At the “calling the hands for the middle watch”, i.e., midnight, Horn-
blower muses “Tomorrow? That was today. And today perhaps Le-
brun’s attempt to gain control of Le Havre might be successful. Today
he might be dead.” This chapter is thus placed on the day before the
intended entry to Le Havre.

Chapter X.

25 Oct 1813 The coup d’état at LeHavre is executed successfully, presumably
on theMonday planned. The season is given as “winter” in explanation
of the fog though this seems an early date.

Chapter XI.

8 Nov 1813 Hornblower “had had two weeks now to adapt himself to the
absence of fresh air andwide horizons”when news arrives that “They’re
sending us a prince” who “will arrive tomorrow”.

9 Nov 1813 The prince arrives. There are repetitions of the assertion that it
is winter and that it was “two weeks that Le Havre had been in British
hands”. Intelligence is received from a messenger who had “crossed the
river after dark today” which quickly inspires Hornblower to plan a
sortie against river barges. He calculates that “by now theymust already
be nearing Rouen”, 43 miles up-river from the planned point of attack
at Caudebec, and that the “barges would [travel] fifty miles in a day”.
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Chapter XII.

10 Nov 1813 Captain Bush leads the sortie off in the late afternoon. This
is probably the day following the arrival of the intelligence since the
plan seems to involve too many resources to have been gathered on the
same day. More to the point, one day following would also be the best
estimate of the time of arrival of the barges at Caudebec. “It was only
an hour before the flood tide should begin” so we need a low tide very
late in the afternoon and the next day (as we’ll see in the next chapter)
requires “The last o’ the ebb” soon after dawn. These requirements are
met well on 10 and 11 November 1813 respectively, helping to date
Chapters 11 to 14.

Chapter XIII.

11 Nov 1813 The chapter opens “The fact that he had not taken off his
clothes told Brown and Dobbs and Howard at dawn that Hornblower
had not been as composed and self-confident as he had tried to appear”
so it’s clearly the next day.

Chapter XIV.

15 Nov 1813 A solid sequence of time intervals from the beginning of the
novel ends in this chapter with a mention that Bush “was killed, four
days back” which provides a mid-November 1813 date. This is in
conflictwith “a promise of early spring” and the arrival of news that “the
Prussians have taken Soissons” an event of 3 March 1814. The story’s
chronology has been given priority over historical events.

Chapter XV.

30Mar 1814 Hornblower “was at breakfast with Barbara when the news
arrived [...] Quiot marched for Paris last night. There’s not a French
soldier in Rouen.” He decides to “take the Duke and Duchess up to
Rouen by water.”

31Mar 1814 “Next morning” the voyage begins and continues through the
day until “The two brigs anchored in the stream to ride out the ebb tide
and the hours of darkness” before ...

1 Apr 1814 “dawn” the next morning. Then “two hours after the first
daylight the flood set in” one bend short of Rouen. We can choose
1 April 1814 as the last match for this tidal phenomenon prior to the
historically dated events following. “Barbara and Hornblower went to
bed each night worn out”, i.e., their stay lasts multiple days prior to ...

8 Apr 1814 a despatch arriving at “three o’clock” in the morning: “Boney’s
abdicated! Blucher’s in Paris!” The unconditional abdication took
place in Fontainebleau, 120 miles from Rouen, on 6 April 1814.
Napoleon had offered to abdicate in favour of his son two days earlier
but the allies declared this insufficient.
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Chapter XVI.

27 Dec 1814 Hornblower is in Paris, in receipt of a document elevating him
to the peerage. He had been there with Barbara at least “forty nights”.
We hear that “Arthur [Wellington] is going toVienna to represent us at
the Congress” at which he first appeared on 3 February 1815. Working
back from the historical events ofChapter 18 helps to narrowdown the
date for this chapter and the next one.

Chapter XVII.

23 Feb 1815 “Two months later saw Hornblower sitting in a chaise driving
along through France towards Nevers”. “The Congress of Vienna was
still sitting” meaning a date fromOctober 1814 and it’s after “six weeks
of an English winter” which must bring us to early 1815.

Chapter XVIII.

1Mar 1815 In “Spring,” Brown reveals he’s “wanting to get married” and
Hornblower himself reflects that his “love for Marie had grown during
the last five days”. Presumably this had been the duration of their stay
so far.

7Mar 1815 There is gossip at Brown’s wedding feast to the effect that
“Bonaparte has escaped fromElba and has landed in France.” He did in
fact land on 1 March 1815 about 350 miles away and the news reached
Paris on 5 March 1815.

21Mar 1815 A bonfire in celebration of Bonaparte’s reported defeat takes
place the night before ...

22Mar 1815 new, definite news arrives that “Bonaparte is in Paris [...] The
Kinghas fled andBonaparte is Emperor again.” These events took place
150 miles away on 20 March 1815.

Chapter XIX.

18 Jun 1815 “This was June 18th”. Presumably the reference is inserted
because it’s famous as the date of the Battle ofWaterloo. Under pursuit
and very weary, Hornblower decides “we can rest until dawn” ...

Chapter XX.

19 Jun 1815 before he “woke with the first beginning of light.” He is soon
captured and, on the same day, sentenced to “suffer death by shooting
at dawn tomorrow”.

20 Jun 1815 Hornblower notices that “Dawn would be here soon”. Fortu-
nately, before then he is saved by news from Belgium: “The Emperor
has been defeated in a great battle. At a place called Waterloo.”



CHAPTER XII
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The format of this book, with its five long chapters marks it apart from the other
Hornblower novels. It’s also the only one where the chapters are not in chronologi-
cal order. For convenience the final two short stories are included here.

ThePoint and the Edge

25 Aug 1819 All we have to go on is that “The time is 1819” and the fact
that Hornblower is walking out at night with no mention of the cold
or warm clothing which suggests it’s not winter.

I. St. Elizabeth of Hungary

4May 1821 In New Orleans the “May sun” shone after “six years of peace”;
“it was over six years since the battle” of New Orleans (historically on 8
January 1815); and Hornblower has a “ten-year-old son”. So it’s abun-
dantly clear that this is May 1821 though we need to work backwards
from the end of the chapter to estimate the day. The mention of “the
ten months that Hornblower had held command” dates his taking up
of command to about 4 July 1820; useful later in the book. That night
Hornblower speaks of “Noon. [...] Thirteen hours’ start” and ...

5May 1821 “It was indeed noon before Crab cast off ” and much later on
the same day “it was quite dark” as they were “approaching the Pass”.

10May 1821 “They sighted Cape San Antonio one afternoon”, 490 nm
from the Southwest Pass where Crab would have left the tug.

12May 1821 “Two nights later they passed Grand Cayman” (250 nm on).
13May 1821 “The following night they picked up soundings on the Pedro

Bank” (210 nm on).
14May 1821 “At dawn next morning there was land right ahead [...] the

mountains of Hayti.”
16May 1821 “For a day and a half the wind blew foul;”
22May 1821 Then Crab was “reeling off as much as six knots hour after

hour,” eventually sighting Grenada over 700 nm from Haiti.
23May 1821 The “period of waiting” before Daring is sighted reveals that

“Crab had won her race by twenty-five hours”, so this must be just one
day after the waiting began.

24May 1821 “At the end of that dark night [...] We’ll drop anchor in Port
of Spain by two bells in the forenoon watch” where it’s revealed that
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“Boney’s dead [...] Hedied threeweeks back in St.Helena.” Historically
thiswas on 5May 1821. We canpush the date earlier by a couple of days
from an exact three weeks to help squeeze in the action of Chapter 4.

II.The Star of the South

3 Aug 1821 Hornblower reflects that it was “only recently he had emerged
from a profound spiritual experience during which the peace of the
wholeworld haddependedonhis judgment” so this chapter is intended
to follow not long after the first. Clorinda sights Estrella del Sur
but fails to catch her before both vessels reach San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Ashore Hornblower is reminded that “The attack on Rosas [... was]
eleven years ago”, i.e., it’s now eleven years since 15 August 1810. Work
to realise Hornblower’s plan continues through the night and ...

4 Aug 1821 At dawn, it being “midsummer,” together with the preceding
clues, suggests an early August 1821 date for the two days of this
chapter.

III.The Bewildered Pirates

22Mar 1822 Attending a ball, Hornblower goes outside for some air. “Sir-
ius was visible” in the dark evening just before supper, perhaps around
10 PM, and this implies roughly the months of December to March.
Despite the “darkness” of the night there are mentions at different
times of being able to “see in the starlight”; presumably the moon was
close to new. Hornblower is kidnapped by pirates who set off for their
lair which they reach ...

23Mar 1822 before dawn next morning. Hornblower is turned loose and
returns to civilisation. He is given to be “a man of forty-five” though
some editions have “forty-six”; possibly the older age was corrected to
fit in with the following clue about Riga.

24Mar 1822 Spendlove’s return while Hornblower breakfasts at Govern-
ment House propels them both aboard Clorinda bound for Montego
Bay.

25Mar 1822 Next day, using a mortar against the pirates, we’re reminded
of events “at the siege of Riga nearly ten years before” which lasted (for
Hornblower) from July to October 1812. We choose a date for this
chapter not long before July 1822 and consistent with the preceding
Sirius clue.

27Mar 1822 “Two days later” Hornblower announces he’s “taking my
squadron to sea in the morning”.

IV.TheGuns of Carabobo
Chronologically this should be Chapter 2 and it was first serialised in that
order. This suggests that it might have been written second and pushed
later for some reason when the novel was first published in book form.
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But correspondence from Forester to his literary agent reveals that all five
chapters of West Indies were composed in the same sequence as they appear
in the book; for once his novel was not written in chronological order.
Both Chapter 1 and this chapter are firmly dated by historical events which
occur close together in 1821, indeed so close that it’s only just feasible for
Hornblower to have taken part in both episodes.

29May 1821 Hornblower’s passage back fromPort of Spain after the events
ofChapter 1would have been helped by the favourable prevailing trade
winds so that a five-day voyage would certainly be possible. Ramsbot-
tom arrives for his “several days’ stay in Jamaica” including ...

2 Jun 1821 having Hornblower and others “dining on board the Bride of
Abydos”. Forester explicitly notes that it’s “in this year of 1821”. Horn-
blower reveals that “next week [...] I take my squadron to sea for
exercises before the coming of the hurricane season”. In modern times
this formally begins on 1 June but The Seaman’s Practical Guide for
Barbados and the Leeward Islands of 1832 notes “The hurricane season
is commonly said to begin on the 1st of August”. The exercises were
to last “A couple of weeks or more”. The Governor mentions that
“Maracaibohas revolted [...] Thenews came thismorning”. Historically
this took place on 28 January 1821 (and 580 nm away) but this is
impossibly early; Forester has compressed history here and we must
favour the date of the eponymous Battle of Carabobo.

17 Jun 1821 Returning from squadron exercises Hornblower is confronted
with a forged proclamation dated “First Day of June 1821”. There’s
no reason Ramsbottom couldn’t have dated, and even written, this
document before his departure from Kingston.

24 Jun 1821 Clorinda sails southeast to where “They are fighting the battle”
of Carabobo. Seeking Ramsbottom, Hornblower sails her west, takes
the Bride of Abydos and returns eastward until ...

25 Jun 1821 “It fell calm at dawn”. He meets Ramsbottom on the field of
Carabobo.

27 Jan 1822 Barbara’s letter, “received months later” reveals that “it has
already been decided to extend your command for the extra year” so the
letter was sent before June 1822. The mention of negotiations, leading
up to what would become known as the Monroe Doctrine, places the
events discussed in the letter to well after the date of the Ukase of 4
September 1821 which triggered the talks. The date of receipt of this
letter is not shown in the graphic chronology.

V.TheHurricane

9 Jun 1823 “Now that the summer was come” Hornblower had been Com-
mander in Chief “three years” so, from the clues of Chapter 1, it’s
around 4 July 1823. A report that “Highwater today [will be] at eleven-
thirty” chooses 6 June 1823 as the best match though it’s 11:07 PM.
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In fact Port Royal has unusual tides that provide no AM matches in
the required time period and which are so low as to be of marginal
importance for naval operations. Another report relates to the period
“to the thirty-first ultimo [...] to the end of lastmonth” so the preceding
month must have had thirty-one days, arguing for this being June.
Barbara arrives to meet Hornblower aboard Pretty Jane whose captain
informs them that it would be “two full weeks before we’re ready to
sail again”. Hornblower tells Barbara that his three-year appointment
“ended yesterday, legally”.

10 Jun 1823 “Late on the second day” of Barbara’s visit she hears of the
plight of Hudnutt and ...

11 Jun 1823 “Nextmorning” sees himwhile walking nearAdmiraltyHouse.
16 Jun 1823 The overdue Triton arrives bearing Ransome, Hornblower’s

replacement, who decides to “assume command tomorrow”.
17 Jun 1823 “Next morning” came the “ceremony of the change of com-

mand”. Immediately afterward a hunt for the now-escaped Hudnutt
begins. That evening after dinner we’re reminded of “the battle of
Rosas Bay, thirteen full years ago”. While it seems clear that Forester
contemplated a date no earlier than September 1810 for that event,
other clues in this chapter mean this time can’t be as late as September
1823. The captain of the ship which brought Barbara and which will
return them both to England informs them that “we sail a week from
today”. This helps date this day relative to both the arrival anddeparture
of Pretty Jane.

23 Jun 1823 Now we hear that “if Your Lordship and Her Ladyship will
come on board this evening we’ll sail with the land breeze at dawn” in
Pretty Jane, thus tomorrow will be a week from the preceding action.

24 Jun 1823 They sail “next morning” and Hornblower is soon considering
that “he did not carewhether he arrived home inAugust or September”.
From late June the journey would need to be almost ten weeks long to
last into September; twice as long as a fast passage but not of especially
usual length.

29 Jun 1823 The described voyage from Kingston through the Silver Bank
Passage implies Pretty Jane sailed over 600 nm, mostly close hauled, to
reach the Atlantic; five days seems a reasonable minimum.

30 Jun 1823 Before dawn next morning we hear that “A hurricane had no
business to appear at this time of year, a good two months earlier than
one should be expected”. InHornblower’s time the seasonwas generally
held to begin at the start of August, two months later than modern
practice. Even so this statement seems to be stretching a point, though
June hurricanes certainly are rare, especially this far west. This clue,
which pushes for an earlier date, needs to be balanced against others
requiring a later one. “The day wore on and the yellow daylight was
replaced by black night”.
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1 Jul 1823 During the night there were indications “that the hurricane had
gone on its way” before “the dawn of a different day [...] That was the
beginning of a voyage which was destined to become legendary”.

4 Jul 1823 The morning after “the third day [...] they came sailing into San
Juan de Puerto Rico, two years after Hornblower had last visited the
place” in the “midsummer” of 1821.

5 Jul 1823 “Conscience awoke [Hornblower] before dawn, and he went out
on to the balcony in the first light, to see the Pretty Jane creeping into
the harbour”.

6 Jul 1823 “Next morning [...] Dressmakers were sent in” and ...
7 Jul 1823 “next day [...] some of the results of their efforts were ready to

be tried on” so that Hornblower and Barbara were able to be received
by their host, the Spanish Captain-General. Companion implies that
this chapter ends in October 1823 but that’s not only after the peak
hurricane season, it’s also a month later than the date Hornblower
expected to arrive home even allowing for a slow passage.

TheLast Encounter

23 Sep 1848 It is explicitly in “this year of 1848” with Hornblower “at
seventy-two” years of age, i.e., from 4 July 1848, that Louis Napoleon
arrives and states that “The elections are about to be held in Paris, and
I must be there—I must be there within forty-eight hours.” Histor-
ically he participated in the National Assembly elections held on 17
September 1848 and then travelled from London to Paris arriving 24
September 1848 to take up his seat.

29 Sep 1848 “It was not until six days later” thatThe Times published news
confirming his arrival in Paris.

23 Dec 1848 “And it was not until a month after that” a packet arrived with
a note to the effect that it was sent by Louis Napoleon “as one of his
first acts on assuming the control of the affairs of his people”. The
presidential election was held on 10 December 1848 with the result
being proclaimed and the president sworn in on 20 December 1848.
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